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Assignment 6: 
Brief Exercises on the Compositional Semantics of Modals 

 
(1) Getting Rid of Null Pronouns in Our Analysis of Modals 
 
 The semantic system developed in ‘Part 3’ of our discussion makes critical use of the 

(phonologically null) pronouns ‘BASE’ and ‘ORD-SRC’.  However, we needn’t actually 
appeal to a null pronoun to adopt the general approach to modals that we developed. 

 
 Please show how we can alter the analysis from ‘Part 3’ so that it no longer needs to 

appeal to the null pronouns ‘BASE’ and ‘ORD-SRC’.  Here’s what you need to get 
started: 

 
• Suppose that, in addition to the parameters w and g, our semantic valuation 

function is also parameterized to a pair of functions, b and o ( [[ ]]w,g,b,o ) 
 

• These additional functions b and o are functions from worlds to sets of 
propositions (i.e. they are type <s <st,t>>) 

 
 a. Question 1: 

How would you write the lexical entries for the modals ‘may’ and ‘must’? 
 
[[ may ]]w,g,b,o  =  ???  [[ must ]]w,g,b,o  = ??? 

 
 b. Question 2: 

Given your answer to Question 1, is there any challenge raised by sentences like 
the following:   

“John has to drive me to work, but may be in New York right now!” 
 

(2) The Logic of the Ordering Source 
 
 Let the sets B and O be as follows: 
 
 B    = {[λw : Dave is 17 in w], [λw : Dave smokes in w], [λw : Mary is blonde in w]} 
 O   = {[λw : all smokers are blonde in w], [λw : all blondes smoke in w],  

         [λw : all smokers are at least 18 in w]} 
 
 Which of the propositions p ∈ P would satisfy the statement in (2a)? 
 
 P     =  {[λw : Mary smokes in w], [λw : Dave smokes in w],  

      [λw : Mary is at least 18 in w]} 
 
 a. ∀w’ ∈ MAX<O (∩B) . p(w’) = T 


